
WHAT MINNESOTA TEACHERS WANT 
IN ENGLISH INSTITUTES 

By the MCTE Committee 
on English Institutes 

(Last January the Minnesota Council asked John llalt
well, English consultant for the Minneapolis sec
ondary schools, to supervise a survey of Minnesota 
elementary and secondary teachers to determine what 
they felt should be included in NDEA institutes for 
advanced study in English. Mr. Maxwell's general 
summary, adapted from the final report of the cc.
mittee, is followed by summaries of the responses 
of elementary, junior high and senior high school 
English teachers.) 

Those who work closely with teachers will not be sur
prised with the results of the survey on English In
stitutes which was carried out last spring. They will 
know, as the report reveals, that English teachers are 
heavily concerned with ''how-:to" matters. Generally, this 
kind of concern is heavi~st at the elementary school but 
remains substantial even among high school teachers. 

The survey reveals two prime concerns: how to teach 
composition and how to teach reading. These are matters 
which teachers are expected to be concerned about; but 
the survey shows something of the intensity of their 
concern and their desire for very specific help in cop
ing with the problems. 

There is a lesser but consistent desire to know more 
about language, both the content and the methodology for 
teaching it. No doubt much of this concern arises from 
the considerable professional discussion about linguis
tics and the "new"grammars. 

Perhaps some will be discomfited by the general lack 
among teachers of a perceived need to know more about 
literature. While the critical observer might respond 
that teachers don't know their own deficiencies, the 
more sanguine will hold that the extensive treatment of 
literature in typ-ical undergraduate programs and the 
general. love. of literature (which led so many into 
teaching English in the first place) make teachers more 
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secure about their capabilities as teachers of litera 
ture. 

From the beginning of plans for NDEA institutes, ii 
has been apparent that the colleges have presumed teach, 
ers need to know more about English content. While thii 
may be true, and while the CEEB institute model ha

1 tended to further this view among planners, the follow. 
ing survey shows that teachers in elementary and second. 
ary schools, by and large, are not aware of the presume, 
relationship between more content and better teaching, 
Colleges may wish to attend to this understanding. 

The following pages are not intended to suggest th
1 

organization of future institutes. They are a summar· 
of what teachers are concerned about. The hope implic: 
it in these pages and the many reports on which they arE 
based is that the colleges and universities will mak, 
substantial recognition of the problems of teaching a, 
well as adding to the "furniture of the mind." 

Concerns of Elementary Teachers 
(Summary by Arthur Elfring, Robbinsdale Schools) 

Faculties in seventeen elementary schools across thE 
state showed major concern with problems of teachin~ 
composition and reading. 

Teachers want to know how to help pupils write cre
atively and organize their writing effectively. They 
want to know more about helping pupils gain variety in 
sentence structure and richness in written vocabulary. 
Some teachers want help in teaching discrete skills, 
particularly handwriting and spelling. A few thought 
the bases for evaluating children's writing are tenuous 
and need clarification. 

Elementary teachers seem deeply concerned about the 
inability of students to read with understanding. When 
this inability exists, teachers observed, appreciation 
and interest in literature are impossible. There was a 
general wish to know up-to-date methods for increasing 
comprehension. Of associated concern is the problem of 
increasing the skills of listening. Some teachers want 
information about available materials in teaching chil-
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dren's literature and a few want to develop their own 
skills in interpreting literature aloud. 

The teaching of basic reading skills (word attack, 
phonics, structural analysis, etc.) is a third topic of 
concern. Teachers want to know what methods of teaching 
reading are most effect_ive, how best to handle individ~
al differences in read{ng, and what are the most va~1d 
instruments for evaluating reading achievement and abil
ity. 

There is concern about linguistics among many elemen
tary teachers. What are the applications of linguistics 
to the elementary program? Does it offer means of im
proving usage patterns and punctuation? . What implica
tions exist for the teaching of grammar (1.e. structure) 
in elementary grades? What might constitute scope and 
sequence in granmar? 

Half of the teachers indicated that they would like 
institutes organized to focus on increasing information 
on teaching all aspects of the language arts; the re
maining half hoped they would be organized to deal with 
selected teaching problems. Teachers want help in deal
ing with the extremes in their classrooms, the gifted 
and the slow learner. 

From the survey results, it seems apparent that if 
institutes are organized with clear understanding of the 
problems of elementary teachers, improved classroom 
performance can be expected. 

Concerns of Junior High School Teachers 
(Sununary by Mrs.Cornelia Nachbar,Bloomington Schools) 

Approximately two hundred teachers' voices we~~ heard 
in the responses from thirty-two junior high schools a
cross the state. 

These faculties urged consideration of the unique 
problems of the junior high school teacher. While most 
of the teachers have specific academic specialties, they 
teach in schools which often maintain they should be 
"teaching a child not a subject." Confused perhaps by 
this arbitrary dichotomy of content and methods, tea
chers thought they needed more work in content--and then 
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spelled out their specific questions in terms of eithe· 

English content brought in, 
b d • h" ) h 

1 with r~levant 
"d t 

methodology (how to go a out 01.ng somet 1.ng or t e esing prob ems with attention pai o h content courses ht 

tablishment of choices (which course of procedure shoulrather tan It is relevant to point out ta 
be followed). . 

teaching proble~:~ em hatic in their plea for what they 
When speaking of content, teachers most frequentlteachers were qui . P_ t. s rather than ones concerned ( ) , t • cal" institu e li h 

called for information on (1) composition, 2 structur.called 'prac i . A ber believed that Eng s 
" " 1 • th theory num 1 d • 

al linguistics or other courses in the new grannnar,primari Y wi d. hools should be invo ve in 

and (3) reading. A limited number identified such top•teachers from secondary sch. 
. . , • d d . . lanning an teac ing. i t" 

ics as children s literature an speech an communica•institute P h. favored organizing an ns i-
tion. 

A majori:Y of teach::s roblem. The problems most 
Frequently, responses were perhaps irrelevant. Sometute on a single teac g phi the slow learner and the 

. • 
• 

1 1 ited were teac ng k • 

made stirring statements about the appropriate goa s offrequent Y c . ii and teaching bloc -time 
--for example--teaching literature; others included des-gifted, teachi~g compo(:h~ ~~~w learner problem was an 

perate pleas like "How do we cut down on the size of outclasses effectively . classes?" or "can a substitute for book reports be0verwhelming fir st choi~e): from most of these respon
found?" Perhaps the idea of the institutes was too nov- The inescapable cone ~:i~n titutes are not concerned 
el for the respondents to be able to imagine what theiises is that the 1965 ~ in~h t the junior high school 
purposes or benefits might be; hence, reactions were of• with the kinds of prob em; E:cept for a few specific 
ten confined to minutiae or extended to the impossibl)teacher is most aware O 

• t feel that he has enough 
general. 

courses, the teacher·. :ee~:ve~ on which he is teaching, 
By far, the most concern was expressed about the tea-subject mastery for th "f" help in learning how to 

cher's preparation for teaching writing. It often was but he appears to need sp(ci ~: larly teaching writing) 
listed as the only crucial problem. Other concerns un• go about doing his work :arhic~d be done 
der methodology asked: 

and how to decide what wor sou • 
*How does the teacher present grammar, and what gram-

H" h School Teachers 
mar should be taught? 

Concerns ofE~eni~rnd~;;· Minneapolis Schools) 
*How can teachers do a better job of teaching read- (Surrnnary by Mrs· na a ' 

ing? 
*What literature should be taught to junior high school students and according to what sequence? What allowances should be made for individual differences in reading ability, maturity, and so on? When asked "What English content should NDEA Institutes be concerned with?" teachers asked that information be given on (1) adolescent literature, (2) linguistics and history of language, and (3) composition (for themselves and how to teach it). Occasional responses asked for background in literature and dialectology and semantics; some wanted to know how to teach literature and reading to learn "new and varied approaches." By more than a 2-to-1 margin, teachers in junior high strongly favored institutes organized to focus on teach-

1 f most high be expected, the prob ems o As might of English can be grouped under the school teachers . . lan ua e study, and reading. headings of composition, . g_ gl problem (by an insig-. . ks as the princ ipa bl 
Composition ra~ hers are asked what trou es nificant margin) when ~:~~ language has a slight edge them most. Knowledge a e most need to learn. when teachers are asked what t~ ke courses in which the A great majority prefer to lade rather than focusing . . • creasing know e g emphasis is on 1.n . . bl They approve courses primarily on teaching pro" :ms~oach for those who deal with the "teaching problem PP d the gifted· othspecifically with the slow learne~h:n problems th~y are h ould like to see . erwise, t ey w d ence relative emphasis on wrestling with (scope an sequ , 
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literature and composition, etc.) handled locally on the curriculum-building level (several asked whether NDEA assistance could not be provided for groups of teachers to work on tailor-made programs). 
Although they want knowledge primarily (information and not exhortation), teachers expect NDEA institute courses to be taught by people who are aware of their teaching problems. Below, under the three main subject areas, are listed: first, the kinds of information needed, and second, the problems involved in teaching them. 

COMPOSITION 

1. Teachers themselves want to learn how to write. 2. They want criteria for evaluating composition. 3. They want to learn what_ research shows about writing. 
When they return to their buildings they are faced with the problems of:v (1) sequence, articulation; (2) the role of composition in the English program; (3) motivation; (4) relative role of exposition (over-emphasized, they say, in some schools; under-emphasized in others). 

LANGUAGE 

1. Information about the "new grammar." 2. History and development of language, etymology. 3. Semantics. 
Related problems of methodology and organization: Teachers need • 
1. Materials on the three subjects listed above, written on the high school level to put into the students' hands. 
2. They would like to hear the results of some research that would establish some solid facts about what should be taught. (What should be attempted in the teaching of usage? What are the basic or essential concepts to be taught about grarrnnar? Does any teaching of granunar affect composition? If so, how?) Back in the classroom, they will be concerned with motivation, scope and sequence, and--basic dilemma--whe-

is to be taught as a separate discipline. the r language f h an 1.·t be If so, how can it be integrated? I not, ow c 
articulated? 

LITERATURE AND READING 

l. Contemporary literature. 
2 . World literature. 
3 . The humanities. 
4. Literary criticism. ( ea h1."story of ideas Philosophy in literature mor .. 5• is typically included,in the human1.t1.es approach). than How to teach reading at all levels. (This is a 6. t for diagnostic, remedial·, and development a 1 reques "fi "how to's" for use in the hetero-techniques spec 1. c - • • 1 t • 1 , They also ask for methods of st1.mu a 1.ng geneous c ass. • d ·n • tent but lazy and undiscriminating rea ers--1. the compe 1 ) This was not a "first" choice but these same c asses. . . ·twas mentioned on every quest1.onna1.re. all 1. In the classroom, the problems encou~te:e~ are related in some way to the wide range of i.nd1.v1.dual !ii-

£ What literature is suitable for the w O e erences . • h th "com-? What techniques can be used to teac e gro~p~eading to different levels of ability? What maroon 
1 . k ding? How does t • als does one use £or mu t1.-trac • rea • er1. . le the tracks? Is any sequential program pos-one Jugg • 

sible in literature? 

MISCELLANEOUS 
h Were requested less often than those (On the whole t ese 

mentioned above.) 

£ 1 learners and gifted 1. Special education or sow 
(already mentioned). h curriculum? 2. Speech. (What is its place in t e Teach it as part of composition?) 

3. Listening. 
4. Use of new tools (all types of audio-visual mater-ial, also programmed). 
5. Curriculum. 

A. for the non-college-bound B. enriched, accelerated, college preparatory 
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c. evaluation and revision of state course of study 
D. core teaching, team teaching 

SUGGESTIONS OFFERED BY TEACHERS 
1. The obvious one--more specific information earlier about the institutes, the requirements, the content, and what follow-up is required or expected. 2. Suggestions, variously phrased, dealing with bringing the program closer to the high school. For example: (1) use a high school summer school as an experimental laboratory, (2) use high school facilities for a summer session, (3) send traveling experts to work with curriculum study groups in their own schools, (4) use more high school teachers as instructors, (5) offer afternoon and evening classes during the school year. 3. Short workshops, two to four weeks, for those who can't take a summer. 

4. Although current emphasis on institutes for teachers with less than an English major or only a B.A. may be necessary, couldn't there be more opportunities for teachers who have had more work in English? 

I G.EANINGS 

ACCORDING TO a representative of. the U. S. Office of Education, the following (in that order) were the most commonly used books on language during this suIIDI1er's NDEA English Institutes for Advanced Study: 1. Roberts, Paul. English Syntax. New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 196~. 2. Allen, Harold B. Readings in Applied English Linguistics, Second Edition. New York, AppletonCentury-Crofts, 1963. 
3. Francis, W. Nelson. The Structure of American English. New York, The Ronald Press Company,1958. 


